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Technology Assurance

Trusting your technology.
The easiest decision you don’t have to make.
Stay connected. Stay conÿdent.
Your life runs at full-speed and so should your technology. Since most of us don’t
have a live-in IT department to fix our tech problems and answer our questions,
NorthState has created a standard of care called Technology Assurance.
Technology Assurance is our promise to you. We make sure your technology runs
smoothly on all your devices, all the time. There is never a question too big or a
concern too small.
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It starts with first-class installation. Our team will make sure you’ve got the tools you
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need to have a seamless, connected experience. You’ll also get 24/7 top-tier product
support for all of your devices and no-charge access to an additional suite of services
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designed to keep your family connected smoothly (and safely) to the internet.
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Peace of mind comes standard. That’s Technology Assurance.
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We've got you covered.
As part of Technology Assurance, NorthState partners with SecurityCoverage ® to

* Up to 4 devices

offer premium technology support, and gives you access to the following services:
Covers 4 in-home devices
(Computers/Mobile)

Anti-phishing/safe surfing *

US-based home tech help

Parental controls *

Home network management

Password management tool *

Setup, support and troubleshooting
Connect new devices

Cryptomining protection (Computer)

Behavior based scanning
and quarantine

Anti-theft for phone or tablet *

Ransomware scanning and removal

Tune up old & slow devices

File backup (250GB) *

Unlimited virus removals

Fix slow browser problems

Firewall protection *

24|7|365 premium technical support

Identi-Fi Wi-Fi analysis app

Web security & anti-virus *
Bloatware removal tool (Computer)

Solve network problems

Stay up and running. If you have any questions, call us at
336-886-3600 to speak with one of our reps.
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